“On On!”
On!” Around the world with HI

Checkin’ the mail
Dear PhhhhD Holder,
Enclosed is a letter from an honestto-goodness member of Mother Hash,
the oldest Hash Chapter in the world
(founded in 1938). I have been a member of Mother since 1986 but I took a
break in Aug ’88 to do my PhD (this is
for real) for our years. It was during
this sojourn in the United States that I
realized how mu c h Mother Hash
means to me and how I have all along
taken my association with Mother for
granted.
So I have decided to share with
Hashers all over the wo r ld what it is
like to hash with the oldest Hash Chapter in the world. Since Mother Hash is
bidding to hold the 1998 Inter-Hash, I
hope this write-up will give readers an
idea or overall impression of the quality of Mother Hash and the almost perfect Hash country (Malaysia) to run.
I certainly enjoy reading your magazine. Keep up the good work!

by Pola Singh
I must confess that I had no inkling what
was in store for me when I first joined
Mother Hash. After hearing so much of the

reputation of the oldest hash in the world
and the running prowess of the group, I was
ready to take on the challenge. Until then,
Mother Hash was just like any other Hash
Chapter. With only males around, I wondered what fun or excitement could I get.
But I was pleasantly surprised at what I got
after signing up as a full member in January
1986.
2. As I religiously kept my weekly Monday ‘dates’, I found that my dates were indeed becoming more interesting and challenging and looked forward to the next run
as soon as one was over. What was the
magic in Mother Hash that made me an
ardent follower? What is it in Mother Hash
that was lacking in other Chapters? The
answers were not easy to come by but I
soon realized that the ‘benefits’ that I was
deriving was enough to drive home the
point that running with the oldest hash in
the world was something special that is
difficult to describe on paper. You have to
run with Mother a few times to get this
special feeling.
3. Every run is never the same. With one
of the best running terrain in the world
amidst rubber, oil palm and cocoa plantations, Mother Hash hares make a special
extra effort to set good runs (which could
mean receeing the area three or four times).
The r u n s are varied ranging from the
quickie runs (one hour or so) to the heavy
duty ones, where front-runners-on-paper
(FROPs) return two to three hours later.
Never mind the fact that one has to contend
with leeches, thorns, mud, shiggy and endure the cuts, bruises, steep hills, the
scorching sun, etc., these are considered
part and parcel of the run. It can get mighty
slippery after a downpour. Rain or shine the
run begins at 6.00 pm sharp.
4. As in any sport, the competitive element is there. FROPs, who check far and
wide, take pride in breaking checks. The
competitive spirit c o n t i n u e s during the
home stretch with FROPs racing home at a
furious pace. But in the end, it is the satisfaction of having taken part in a quality run
that is uppermost in everybody’s mind, not
who reached home first.
5. Mother Hash opened up a new w o r l d
for me. Never have I felt so good mentally
and physically. Even my sexual appeal and
prowess has increased by leaps and bounds.
I’m not only rough and tough but have developed a macho physique which is an envy
to friends and colleagues. When it comes to
stamina and lovemaking, there is no doubt
that I have made marked improvements and
getting better day by day!
6. Now I can proudly say that Mother
Hash has some special significance and
meaning to me. Yes, I love hashing and I
love Mother Hash.
Never mind the weekend hangovers,
there’s the Monday run to look forward to.
Instead of the usual Monday morning blues,
Mondays brings a special feeling as it is a
day to sweat out in an enjoyable and challenging way. As the hours tick away, a
pleasant and exciting feeling gets underway
which is difficult to describe. It is such a
good feeling that you feel highly motivated
to finish your office chores and head for the
run site at about 4.30 pm depending on
where the run is.
Besides the hard running, there’s the
usual camaraderie of small talk, singing,
drinking and exchanging of jokes to look
forward to. Expatriate chief executive
officers, managing directors, diplomats and

senior civil servants congregate and let their
hair down. As for me, I’ll brave the foulest
weather and traffic jam to get my weekly
quota of exercise and to shake off the weekends excesses.
7. And when it’s all over, you feel damn
good while driving home because you have
had a good time and more importantly, a
good workout. It’s a fantastic feeling that
money cannot buy. Only Hashmen will
appreciate what I’m talking about.
8. In terms of social interaction, Mother
Hash surely comes up tops. Members come
from all strata of society; the rich, powerful
and famous are there while the less fortunate ones are also equally represented. The
nicest thing about M o t h e r H a s h is that
status in society is thrown outof the window
as everybody is treated as equal and everybody mingles with each other. Irrespective
of race, profession, creed or religion, everyone feels welcome and comfortable. Not
only have I made several close friends ranging from the ‘true Chinamen’ (they don’t
speak English) to the ‘Mat Sallehs’ of America, UK, Australia, Canada and New Zealand but have also learned to appreciate and
understand better their culture, personalities, behaviour and way of life. It has certainly enriched my understanding of the
different types of people in this world.
9. I don’t care if I’ve become addicted to
Mother Hash. On the contrary, it has done
me a world of good. How I have become the
envy of my friends and office colleagues
(the fairer sex, more often than not, give me
a second look) when I pass them by. I look
younger and fresher and never felt better in
my life. Remember the phrase ‘Health is
wealth’; I’ve got all the wealth in hash and I
intend to keep it that way as long as I can.
10. Thank you Mother Hash. I’m indeed
proud to be associated with you. You have
changed my life for the better. You’re simply great. You have not only succeeded in
enriching my heart, mind and soul, but also
have had the Hash tradition well imbued
and well imbibed by a hardcore membership whose addiction to Hashing is now
quite irreversible. You can certainly count
on me to keep on the Hashing spirit and
tradition. I love you, Mother!
[HI Pola: Thanks for writing and sharing
your experiences across the continents with
harriers and harriettes wherever they are.
Yes,’Hashing with Mother’ is indeed both a
unique and enriching experience. – Ed.]

